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Australia’s loss is Indonesia’s gain

An entire pulp and paper mill has been shipped from Brisbane to Indonesia’s second largest
city, Surabaya, by Australian firm Varun International for Orora Ltd. The shipment of the former
Petrie recycled cardboard mill took seven months, with Varun International providing the empty
containers, transportation and shipping of all the cargo from the Petrie Mill site to Surabaya.

Petrie mill before it was dismantled for shipment to PT Pakerin, Surabaya Indonesia.
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The journey north for Petrie Mill,
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A Reflection – The Wheel Turns Full Circle
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Ian remembers:
On 2 January 1963 I proudly strode into Petrie Mill with a
brand new B. E. (Chem Eng) from University of Queensland
tucked under my arm to take up my new position of assistant
mill chemist, Petrie Mill. Little did I realise that 52 years later
Petrie Mill would be permanently closed and, in its entirety,
shipped to Surabaya, to be recommissioned and soon to
become part of Pakerin’s industrial paper empire (kraft liner,
corrugating medium, coated duplex board, chipboard and
coreboard).
Petrie Mill had a somewhat chequered start up in the 1950s
        
blazer over 6 decades in sheet forming, coating technology
and waste utilisation in carton board production. As a single
machine mill Petrie was the envy of APM/Amcor’s larger
southern multi-machine mills in terms of successful single
minded dedication to its capex program. Petrie was arguably
    
the years compared to its humble beginnings in the 1950s.
The 140,000 tonnes per year cartonboard mill was closed in
September 2013, dismantling commenced a year later and
shipment to Surabaya was completed in April 2015. The entire
mill was shipped in over 330 x 40 HC containers and more
than 15 over dimensioned components went as break bulk
cargo including a 6.6 metre diameter deinking unit. This total
    ! "  
under the leadership of Mr Jagadish K.

PT Pakerin also had humble beginnings and started at
Mojokerto in 1980 with a capacity of only 15,000 tonnes/year.
The wheel has also turned favourably for Pakerin and today
Mojokerto is a multi-machine complex with over 700,000
tonnes/year of industrial paper capacity. Additionally Pakerin
produces several grades of pulp as well as caustic soda
supporting its paper production and incorporates a high
percentage (>80%) of recycled waste in the mill’s furnishes.
Pakerin prides itself on being a low and cost effective paper
producer and is a leading industrial paper manufacturer in
Indonesia, strategically located at Surabaya, East Jaya to
service its local and overseas customers. The Mojokerto
mill production capability will soon be enhanced by the
incorporation of the equipment from the old Amcor Petrie mill.
It was a very sad day for me when the closure of Petrie mill
was announced. Today I think back to the very good years,
my early years in this industry, that I spent at Petrie mill
rubbing shoulders with a bunch of very dedicated people
there. Nevertheless, I was considerably buoyed when I learnt
that PT Pakerin, under the leadership of Director Mr Steven T
had purchased the old Petrie Mill in its entirety for shipment
and recommissioning in Surabaya Indonesia.
I have written this article knowing that my old mill at Petrie is
going to a very good home.

Value built in paper
Kemira has unique expertise and innovative chemistry to support pulp & paper producers to constantly
improve their operational efﬁciency and end-product quality. With the acquisition of AkzoNobel’s paper
chemicals we now have additional expertise, a broader technology base, and a stronger manufacturing
network in APAC region.
The AkzoNobel portfolio is an excellent complement to our offering, and enables us to provide more
complete service and support for your operations. Our full portfolio includes world-leading products
for retention, wet-end process control, strength, sizing, surface treatment, water treatment, coloring,
pulping and bleaching.
We’ve extended our capabilities so you can extend yours. Let’s work together to build value into paper.
www.kemira.com
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